When Sean is not hustling along, bleary-eyed as he takes his four young children to school each morning, he serves as the 5 PM news anchor for CBS 5 and the news/weather anchor for 3 TV News at 10. He has served the Valley as a broadcaster and community volunteer for over 25 years. Career highlights include his stint as MSNBC's main meteorologist and Sunday weather anchor on NBC's "Weekend TODAY Show". Sean also has the distinction of anchoring weather on two network weekday morning broadcasts, filling in for Al Roker over 90 times from '04 to '06 on NBC’s iconic “TODAY SHOW”. He also served as a fill-in meteorologist on “The EARLY SHOW” on CBS from ’06- ’12. He has covered multiple Olympic Games, Super Bowls and is now a ten-time Emmy award winner for news and weather anchoring. He also maintains his Broadcast Seal of Approval from the National Weather Association. But Sean is reminded daily that the real star of the family is his amazing wife Emily, whom he met at the Birds Nest of the ’95 Phoenix Open. A true Arizona love story.